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 FACTSHEET BUSINESS PROTECTION

BUSINESS PROTECTION
HAVE YOU OVERLOOKED YOUR MOST IMPORTANT ASSETS, 
THE PEOPLE WHO DRIVE YOUR BUSINESS?

Every business has key people who are driving it forward. 
Many businesses recognise the need to insure their 
JVTWHU`�WYVWLY[ �̀�LX\PWTLU[�HUK�Ä_LK�HZZL[Z��/V^L]LY��
they continually overlook their most important assets, the 
WLVWSL�^OV�KYP]L�[OL�I\ZPULZZ�¶�H�RL`�LTWSV`LL��KPYLJ[VY�
or shareholder. 

Key person insurance is designed to compensate a 
I\ZPULZZ�MVY�[OL�ÄUHUJPHS�SVZZ�IYV\NO[�HIV\[�I`�[OL�KLH[O�
or critical illness of a key employee, such as a company 
director. It can provide a valuable cash injection to the 
business to aid a potential loss of turnover and provide 
funds to replace the key person.
 
Share and partnership protection provides an agreement 
between shareholding directors or partners in a business, 
supported by life assurance to ensure that there are 
Z\MÄJPLU[�M\UKZ�MVY�[OL�Z\Y]P]VY�[V�W\YJOHZL�[OL�ZOHYLZ��
It is designed to ensure that the control of the business 
is retained by the remaining partners or directors but the 
value of the deceased’s interest in the business is passed 
[V�[OLPY�JOVZLU�ILULÄJPHYPLZ�PU�[OL�TVZ[�[H_�LMÄJPLU[�
manner possible.

If a shareholding director or partner were to die, the 
implications for your business could be very serious indeed. 
Not only would you lose their experience and expertise, but 
consider, too, what might happen to their shares.

The shares might pass to someone who has no 
knowledge or interest in your business. Or you may 
discover that you can’t afford to buy the shareholding. 
It’s even possible that the person to whom the shares are 

passed then becomes a majority shareholder and so is in 
a position to sell the company.

The shareholding directors or partners in a business 
enter into an agreement that does not create a legally 
binding obligation on either party to buy or sell the shares 
but rather gives both parties an option to buy or sell, 
i.e. the survivor has the option to buy the shares of the 
deceased shareholder and the executors of the deceased 
shareholder have the option to sell those shares. 

In either case it is the exercise of the option that creates a 
binding contract; there is no binding contract beforehand. 
;OPZ�[`WL�VM�HNYLLTLU[�PZ�NLULYHSS`�JHSSLK�H�ºJYVZZ�VW[PVU»�
HNYLLTLU[�VY�H�ºKV\ISL�VW[PVU»�HNYLLTLU[�

These are essential areas for partnerships or directors of 
private limited companies to explore.

Different forms of protection
Key person insurance - compensates your business up 
to a pre-agreed limit for the loss or unavoidable absence 
of crucial personnel, including the owner-manager. It is 
especially appropriate if your business depends on a 
few employees.

Critical illness cover ��WH`Z�H�Z\T�VM�TVUL`�[V�ZWLJPÄJ�
employees or the business owner in the event of a serious 
illness, such as a heart attack or stroke.

Income protection insurance - protects individuals by 
paying their salaries while they’re unable to work.

Key person 
insurance is 
designed to 
compensate a 
business for the 
financial loss 
brought about by 
the death or 
critical illness of a 
key employee, 
such as a 
company director.
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Private health insurance - funds private healthcare for 
ZWLJPÄJ�LTWSV`LLZ��(Z�^LSS�HZ�ILPUN�HU�L_[YH�ILULÄ[�VM�
employment, it could help them to return to work more 
quickly after an illness by paying for rehabilitation treatment.

Contact us for further information
As part of our service we also take the time to understand 
our business clients’ unique needs and circumstances, so 
that we can provide them with the most suitable corporate 
protection solutions in the most cost-effective way. If 
you would like to discuss the range of services we offer, 
please contact us for further information.

This is for your general information and use only and is not 
intended to address your particular requirements. It should not 
be relied upon in its entirety and shall not be deemed to be, or 

constitute, advice. Although endeavours have been made to 
provide accurate and timely information, Goldmine Media cannot 

guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is 
received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No 

individual or company should act upon such information without 
receiving appropriate professional advice after a thorough 
examination of their particular situation. We cannot accept 

responsibility for any loss as a result of acts or omissions taken 
in respect of any articles. Thresholds, percentage rates and tax 

legislation may change in subsequent Finance Acts.

If a shareholding 
director or partner 
were to die, the 
implications for 
your business 
could be very 
serious indeed. 


